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SEASON STATUS UPDATE     
While some of our teams are struggling to 
maintain the pace over the journey, our 3 top 
sides are still strong pennant chances. 
On Thursday last week our Premier League side 
knocked off ladder leader Holdfast Bay to draw 
level on points. With 3 of the 4 remaining games 
at home a strong finish is likely although the 
match against Marion in round 16 looms as a 
danger game.  
Unfortunately Denise Caulfield's winning run 
came to an agonisingly close end in round 14. A 
fantastic season for Denise and her rink 
nonetheless. Keep an eye on Carol Prior's rink 
which has now reeled off 7 wins on the trot. 
Special mention to Joan Blackman who was back 
in the skippers role last week in Metro 1. She had 
a big win against Semaphore dragging the team 
across the line by a small margin.  
 

Well you would think bowls is a game played on a 
level playing field. After all we had our A Green 
laser levelled over Christmas. But all things are not 
equal when it rains. Clubs with synthetic 'greens' 
are seriously advantaged. Our Saturday top Metro 
1N side had its round 11 away game cancelled due 
to rain and on the same day Payneham picked up 
14 points. It has made the situation at the top a 
close one , not helped by our home loss to 3rd 
placed Salisbury in the following round.  The 
Saturday programming is a couple of weeks 
behind Wed/Thurs with an unfortunate finish in 
mid March two weeks after the penultimate game 
in February. And guess where and who that game 
is against. We do have very winnable games in 
rounds 14 thru 17 but cannot afford any more slip 
ups or wash outs.   
 

The men's Wednesday Metro 1 East side is 
cruising through the season very nicely thank you. 
With games to come against Tranmere White 
(8th), Payneham (6th), Beaumont (3rd) and 
Hindmarsh (yet to get out of the starting stalls), 

it would take a major lapse in form to lose our 20 
point buffer. Keep up the good work chaps, 
remember it's never over til it's over. 
 

NEWS AND VIEWS 'CONFIDENTIAL' 
One of our top line skippers was heard saying he 
had some communication problems with his 3rd 
early in the season. "Now he knows when I say  
give me a metre over I mean 6 feet".  Say what!!! 
 

Then there is the female skipper who was having a 
few bad weeks, or to be more precise her first, 
second and third were not firing a shot and as a 
consequence she never got to use her chalk. Well 
someone eventually managed a toucher and our  
un-Faye-zzzd skipper coolly bent down and 
chalked the jack. What!!! 
 

On the recent long weekend Fred Godley 
skippered a four over at Trinity who were very 
generous with their table wines at lunch (3 reds + 
per table). The wine was to Fred's liking as he was 
reluctant to leave anything unconsumed and a 
little tardy in resuming his position at the head of 
the rink. My little spy tells me that from that point 
on he was on fire and his group finished second 
on the day. Can we sign this guy up? 
 

A big Thank you to the City Of Prospect 
It is important that members be aware of the 
assistance provided to our club by the council. 
In January 2013 the Club received $2,500 from the 
City of Prospect Community Support Fund 
towards the purchase of outdoor furniture. This is 
now available to member spectators and for 
private functions.  Then last year we received a 
$1,000 grant towards one of two kitchen servery 
hatches. You might have seen recently a kitchen 
grease trap being installed at the insistence of the 
state govt. At a cost of $14K the council has come 
to our rescue and is footing the bill. The council is 
also fixing that long term roof leak. 

 



Boris Balin is a student of philosophy and likes nothing better that chewing the fat with visiting 
philosophers at Adelaide Uni. I asked Boris to pen a philosophers view of a bowler (or something 
similar) and the following is what he has presented for News and Views. For those of you who 
might have trouble digesting this, I have added a cartoon for a simpler interpretation. For the 
record, Boris has skippered 23 times this season so far winning an impressive 19. So take note of 
what the man says. 

When Bowls is fun…and when it’s not! 

Professor Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (no relation to our Alex Alphabet) wrote a book in 1992 called 
‘Flow’, in which he defined ‘flow’ as the state of mind where humans are most happy. Psychologists 
have long known that happiness, joy, contentment… and so on, are mental states that can’t be 
achieved by pursuing them directly. You can’t force or command yourself to be happy. Happiness 
however, and in particular our experiences of ‘flow’, may be a by-product of something else that 
we can control. The Professor’s book, in part, is about what this ‘something else’ might be. 
When moments of flow do occur, people often report (in the Professor’s words) ‘…a deep sense of 
enjoyment that becomes a landmark in our memory for what life should be like.’ Elite sportspeople 
(such as lawn bowlers) often experience ‘flow’; and may describe their experience as ‘being in the 
zone’. During these enjoyable periods the sportsperson usually feels that he (or she) is playing at 
the peak – or even beyond the peak – of their current skill level. And observers report amazement 
at how focussed, confident and relaxed the bowler appears to be; and how effortlessly he (or she) 
is able to maintain both accuracy and consistency. In the Prof’s words again, ‘The best moments 
usually occur when a person’s body or mind is stretched to its limits in a voluntary effort to 
accomplish something difficult and worthwhile for that person.’ 
Somewhat unexpectedly however, when these supposedly ‘most happy’ subjects were studied by 
psychologists, and asked in particular to recall how they felt during their flow experiences, most 
were unable to do so: except to say that the experience was somehow…‘good’. The researchers 
concluded that our conscious attention during ‘flow’ is so completely focussed on the task or 
challenge in which we are ‘happily’ engaged, that everything else – such as what or how we are 
actually feeling at the time – is pushed far into the background of consciousness. Even the subject’s 
usual sense of time passing was noticeably distorted during their flow experience: ‘Is it really 5 
o’clock already?’ It therefore appears that people are ‘most happy’ during periods when they are so 
absorbed in ‘something worthwhile’ that they can’t even tell you what feeling ‘most happy’ felt like.      
This ‘something worthwhile’ varies of course from person to person. For a swimmer what may 
trigger a ‘flow’ experience is trying to beat one’s previous record; for a pianist it may be mastering 
an intricate musical passage. For each person there are probably thousands of activities that they 
find worthwhile and that can trigger these rewarding moments. When an activity stops being 
challenging however, negative feelings such as boredom and loss of interest can quickly take hold 
and prevent ‘flow’ from occurring. When the task is too demanding, feelings of frustration, anger or 
despair may result. It is also important to note that the onset of ‘flow’ is not always obvious to an 
outside observer. The swimmer is seen gasping for air; the pianist is sweating and appears stressed; 
the boxer, stalking his opponent to deliver the next blow, is bleeding profusely, his left eye half 
closed… Yet, in each of these cases the subjects will often answer to our concerns about their well-
being with ’I’m good! Really good!’. And why not: they are probably experiencing their ‘most happy’ 
moments.        
I believe that the Professor offers some important lessons that can used to benefit individual 
bowlers as well as the Prospect-Broadview Club’s Pennant ambitions.   
For individual bowlers, play each game by focussing your attention solely on trying to master and 
improve your personal game – whatever your level or position in the team. Most importantly, 
constantly monitor yourself and try to push away from your mind any negative distracting thoughts 
such as, ‘I should be playing at a higher level’; ‘The Skip is useless’; ‘The selectors must be blind’; 
‘The green is a bloody disgrace.’ ‘Why didn’t anyone applaud my last amazing shot’; ‘How much 
longer until the tea break’ …and so on. Interestingly, Buddhist monks try to reach this optimal state 



of ‘flow’ (they call it ‘Nirvana’) by concentrating their attention on their breathing or some private 
chant (‘mantra’). And they refer to these negative distracting thoughts as unhealthy ‘attachments’ 
which we need to rid ourselves of to be truly happy. (It’s not easy of course, but apparently well 
worth the effort.)  
For the Selectors and Skips, the message, firstly, is to ensure that each player is playing in a team 
where he or she feels appropriately challenged, but not challenged well beyond his/her current skill 
level. And secondly, when a player is clearly not improving, or is suddenly playing 
uncharacteristically badly, look out for any ‘unhealthy attachments’ that the player may need some 
help in removing. (The tea break is often a good time for an observant Skip to discover what these 
may be.)                     
Probably the most important message though, is that by learning to focus our full attention on the 
game in hand, we are likely (at least occasionally) to be rewarded with what Professor Mihaly 
claims is optimal happiness. Unfortunately when this moment happens, we will probably be too 
busy concentrating on our game to notice; but there will usually be some give-away clues. For 
example, our game may suddenly (for no obvious reason) improve beyond our wildest 
expectations, and the time will have gone by extremely fast.  
In conclusion, it appears that contrary to most people’s intuitions, playing the game well is not what 
makes us most happy: it’s actually the other way round. By entering this ‘most happy’ mental state 
of flow using some of the tricks that the Professor (and the Buddhist Monks) suggest, (magically) 
allows us to play so well – often better than we have ever played before. So maybe in 2015 we 
should change our usual mantras, ‘enjoy!’ or ‘good game!’ to something like ‘let the day flow!’ or 
‘no more unhealthy attachments!’ And if there is a measurable statistical improvement in our final 
pennant results, I may be able to mention this ‘study’ in some peer-reviewed journal or my 
doctorate thesis – that is, if I ever get round to ridding myself of all my unhealthy attachments and 
finish the damn thing! 

 
 
Newsletter Contributions Welcomed >>  Rob Clutterham  04300 44 258    janinerob@bigpond.com   
 



Last issue I asked for photographic submissions from members of pictures taken over the Dec-Jan 
period. Thanks to those who responded including Grandma Carol, Tomato Brian, Sudden Impact 
Janet, Canadian Cool Alex and River Murray me. Photos are presented below.  
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